FastLock Disposable pacing cable

Eliminate the problems associated
with reusable cables
Reliable

Safer

Cost effective

Using a new single use cable
eliminates potential for failure
associated with reusable
cables. Every FastLock cable
has function verified by 100%
quality control procedures.

Eliminates potential for cross
contamination associated with
reusable cables. Unique
pushbutton locking mechanism
provides a positive secure
connection. Color coding at
both connection points
reduces potential for error.

Control costs by eliminating
labor, reprocessing and
variability of costs associated
with reusable cables. Correctly
identifies your patient costs.
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FastLock Disposable pacing cable
Single Use Design

Safer, Reliable, Cost effective

At Medical Concepts Europe we are dedicated to providing comprehensive solutions for Temporary
Pacing in Cardiac Surgery. Our dedication to this specific medical device technology allows us to improve
quality, innovation and reliability resulting in superior patient care. We are committed to advancing the
practice of medicine, by making advancements in technology for temporary pacing thus contributing to
successful outcomes for every patient.
Please contact your local representative or MCE directly to find out more about our product portfolio.
We look forward to the opportunity to explain the possibilities in person or explore for yourself at:
www.medicalconcepts.eu

Advise/Comment/Configurations

Medtronic Adaptor
MCE’s Fastlock provides a quick connection to external
pacemakers of Medtronic.

Universal Pins
With this connection of the Fastlock, the user can connect to
practically all external pacemaker devices.

Biotronik Redel Adaptor
MCE’s Fastlock provides a quick connection to external
pacemakers of Biotronik.
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